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In high-speed digital design, signal via transitions on printed circuit boards 
(PCBs) are becoming an important signal integrity issue. Efficient and accurate models 
for via transitions are necessary to analyze high bit-rate digital circuit system. The circuit 
extraction approach based on a mixed-potential integral equation formulation (CEMPIE) 
is an extension o f the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit approach (PEEC) to general 
multi-layered media. CEMPIE was further developed to include the horizontal current 
components on the vertical surface and extended to model the discontinuities on multi­
layer PCBs. A procedure o f building SPICE models for signal via transitions between 
printed circuit board layers was developed. The method o f  extracting SPICE model 
parameters from full-wave simulation tool was studied. The validity o f  SPICE models 
was studied by comparing solutions from SPICE models with solutions from full-wave 
simulations. This procedure was further used for building SPICE models for via 
transitions in differential signaling.
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1. MODELING VERTICAL DISCONTINUITIES ON MULTI-LAYER PCBS 
USING A CIRCUIT EXTRACTION APPROACH BASED ON A MIXED- 
POTENTIAL INTEGRAL EQUATION FORMULATION
The CEMPIE method is a Circuit Extraction approach based on a Mixed-Potential 
Integral Equation formulation [1], CEMPIE is an extension of the Partial Element 
Equivalent Circuit approach (PEEC) to general multi-layered media. Finite dielectrics 
can be taken into account in PEEC, where the dielectric can be treated in a volume- 
integral formulation [2] ~  [4]. CEMPIE handles infinite dielectric layers. It employs 
Green’s functions for multi-layered media, thus the difficulties and complexity o f a 
volume integral equation formulation due to an inhomogeneous medium can be 
transferred to the calculation of Green’s functions. As a PEEC type method, the CEMPIE 
formulation results in an extracted circuit. The well developed SPICE sources, loads, 
transmission line models, and other lumped equivalent models may be easily 
incorporated into the first principle CEMPIE formulation [5]. The CEMPIE approach is 
typically used in lumped-circuit model extraction for vias [6] -- [9], DC power-bus 
modeling [1], [10] — [12], and noise coupling modeling for PCB traces [13].
1.1. INTRODUCTION
The original CEMPIE formulation was first proposed by Hao Shi and J. Drewniak 
for planar structures without vertical discontinuities and can be found in [14]. Vertical 
discontinuities o f planar power bus geometry were introduced into the first principle 
formulation by Jun Fan [1]. Currents were enforced to flow vertically on vertical metal 
surfaces in Jim Fan’s model to simplify the formulation. Since in the power bus structure, 
the axial surface currents are dominant (the height of vias and ports of interests is 
relatively small compared with sizes of power buses), the error due to this simplification 
can be neglected. However, in some general cases, such as modeling via transitions for 
signal integrity, the horizontal components o f currents on vertical surfaces must be 
considered. The improved sets of basis functions describing both horizontal and vertical 
components o f currents on vertical surfaces are presented herein.
In Section 1.2, the MPIE formulation o f the CEMPIE approach formulation is 
summarized and new basis functions are highlighted. An example is analyzed in Section
21.3, demonstrating the improvement of modeling results by incorporating horizontal 
current components on vertical surface. Some conclusive remarks are presented in 
Section 1.4.
1.2. CEMPIE FORMULATION
The CEMPIE approach is based on a Mixed Potential Integral Equation (MPIE) 
formulation, which is discretized and evaluated using a method o f moment (MOM) 
procedure. Instead o f solving the matrix equation directly, an equivalent circuit is 
extracted using partial element equivalent circuit concepts.
1.2.1. MPIE Formulation. Suppose a perfect electric conducting object with a 
surface S is located in space and exposed to an incident electric field E inc. The surface 
current density J  is induced as a result o f the excitation. When S is open, J  is the vector 
sum o f the surface currents on opposite sides of S. The scattered electric field is given by
[15]
E s = - j c o A - V  , ( l . i )
where
A = f i \ W \ r , r ' ) - J ( r ' ) d s ' , 0 -2)
</> = -  \crG*(r,r ')ds' . (1.3)
s  Js
The surface charge density <T is related to the surface divergence o f J  through the 
equation o f continuity,
-  j  (OCT = V  s • J  •
The EFIE (Electric Field Integral Equation) is formulated by enforcing the boundary 
condition on PEC,
n x ( E s + E inc) |s = 0 , 0 .5)
or
E Z  = U coA + =  {jeon (1.6)
tan
on S.
3Since an equivalent circuit is extracted from this equation, the incident field is 
assumed to be zero in (1.6). Thus, impressed current sources, which are more easily to be 
handled than the incident wave, will be introduced in the circuit simulator later to 
represent the incident electric field.
1.2.2. Basis Functions. The RWG basis functions [15] are used to discretize 
horizontal PEC surfaces shown as Si in Figure 1.1. Rectangular patches are chosen here 
to discretize the vertical PEC surfaces S2. The mixed basis functions with triangle and 
rectangular patches simplify the complexity o f calculation of Green's functions for 
layered media and make circuit extraction easier.
Figure 1.1. A typical PCB structure and two kinds of PEC surfaces discretized in
CEMPIE.
For triangular patches, the current vector basis functions are anchored by the 
interior edges o f triangles. As shown in Figure 1.2, the nth interior edge \  has a length 
ln , which uniquely defines two adjacent triangles, Tn+ and T" . The plus or minus 
designation o f the T is determined by the choice of a positive current reference direction 
for the nth edge, the reference for which is assumed to be from Tn+ to T~ Thus, the




if r g T \  
i f f  g T;, (1.7)
| 0, otherwise.
4where the superscript h indicates that the basis function is defined for the horizontal 
triangular patches; A* and are the areas of Tn+ and T~; and, r* and r~ represent the
free vertices o f Jn+ and T~.
Figure 1.2. The basis function for a triangular mesh.
For rectangular patches on vertical surfaces, the vector basis functions of vertical 
current components are anchored by the horizontal edges o f rectangles. As illustrated in 
Figure 1.3, the nth interior edge \  has a length ln , uniquely defining two adjacent 
rectangles R* and R~ . The plus or minus designation o f the R is determined by the 
choice o f a positive current reference direction for the nth edge, the reference for which is 
assumed to be from R* to R~ Then the vector current basis function associated with this
edge is defined as
if r e ,
- 7 7 0 - O 2 >An
if r g R‘n ( 1.8)
0, otherwise
where the superscript w  indicates that the basis function is defined for the vertical 
rectangular patches and for the vertical current components; A£ and A^ are the areas o f 
R* and R ~ ; and, z +n and z~ represent z-coordinates o f opposite horizontal edges o f R*
and R~ .
511








Figure 1.3. The basis function for vertical current component on rectangular mesh.
Similarly, for rectangular patches on vertical surfaces, the vector basis functions 
for horizontal current components are anchored by the vertical edges o f  rectangles. As 
illustrated in Figure 1.4, the nth interior edge ^  has a length ln uniquely defined two 
adjacent rectangles R* and R “ . The plus or minus designation of the R  is determined by 
the choice o f a positive current reference direction for the nth edge, the reference for 
which is assumed to be from R* to R ” Thus the vector current basis function associated
with this edge is
- ( r - r ) ,  
a  :
i f f  e R :
9
' l , _
7T ir  ~ r n  )> An
i f  r e  Rn" (1.9)
o, otherwise
where the superscript vh indicates that the basis function is defined for the vertical 
rectangular patches and for the horizontal current components; A* and are the areas o f 
R* and R ~; and, rn+ or r~ represents the vectors from the origin to the point (p+ or p") 
where a perpendicular line through the vertex o f f  crosses the opposite vertical edges of 
R l or R; .
6Figure 1.4. The basis function for horizontal current component on rectangular mesh.
The current basis functions have some important properties, which make them 
suitable for describing surface currents. First, the current has no component normal to the 
boundary o f the surface. Second, the current component normal to the nth edge is constant 
and continuous across the edge as may be seen in Figure 1.5. Hence, there is no line 
charge on any edge. Finally, the surface charge densities are constant over each patch, as 
can be shown by taking the surface divergence o f these current basis functions.
Then induced current on both horizontal and vertical surfaces may be expanded in 




J(f)= J h(r) + J v(r) = l f / . ‘
n= 1 l n
( r )  +
• w  M-l+M2+M3 -vh
- f - fT W *  £  7 (1
r t = h i .  4 -K 4 ^  -4-1
10)
n-Mx+M2 + «
7Figure 1.5. Geometry for evaluation of basis functions at the edge between two patches, 
(a) Two triangular patches, (b) One triangular and one rectangular patch, and (c) two
rectangular patches.
8where Mi is the number o f all inner edges o f the triangle patches; M2 is the number o f all 
horizontal edges o f the rectangular patches; and, M3 is the number o f all vertical edges o f
the rectangular patches. The dyadic Green's function G A(r,r ')  in (1.6) in layered media 
may be represented by [16],
G (r ,r ’) = G i (xx + yy) + GAzx + G*zy + GAJ z .
Substitution o f (1.6), (1.9), and (1.10) yields
J  G i (r , r ' ) J k(r ')d s '+ £  G Aa ( r , r ’) ( r ' ) d s ’
(1.11)
+ — V ^ ( F )  = 0, 
ja>
i f r e s ,
(1.12)
f_ (GA( r , r ’)Jx(r') + G A(r , r ' ) J y(r'))ds’
+ £  (G A( r , f ' ) J ^ ( r ' )  + G A( r , f ' ) J vh,(r'))ds' 
+ [  G ^ V V J z ' ) * '
+ _ L M £ )  = 0(
JCO oz
( f (GA(ryr ' )Jh(r'))ds'*1





JG) x y '
J))  L  = o, i f r e s ,
Then (1.12), (1.13) and (1.14) are discretized by expanding the surface current 
densities using the basis function in (1.9). The next step is to select a testing procedure. 
The basis functions developed in this section are chosen as testing functions. Testing with 
f* (r )9( 1.12) becomes
j c o t f  <g :  ® m ,  f:()> + j a T T  f  < G : ® j ; ( r ) , m  >
n=l / n=Ml+M2+l  £
*n n
+ < V jJ ; ( r ) > = 0 ,  m = l,...,M ,.
where inner product < a 9b>= j(ab*)ds.
Similarly, when (1.13) is tested with f™(r),
Mt+Mj+M, l
(1.15)
9j a l f i  < g I ® j x r )  • xj:(r)> + < g : ®  j x )  . y j x )  >>
+ f ( <  g I ® 7 „Y ^ • x ./ .Y Y  > + < g :  ® 7 Y Y  • >)
«=M | + W j+1 /
+ ja>U? ly(< G : ®f:(z),f
n=A/,+l /
n
+ < <ty^lSJ : ( r)>= o, m = M t + +M 2.
oz
Finally, when (1.14) is tested with (?),
A /'
(1.16)
jCO±‘y < G X f X ) J X ) >
n=l /
+ j X Y ' ly < G : ® f X ) J X ) >rt=A/j +A/2+I /
(1.17)
+ < ( V ^ ( O )  L ./T W  >= °- *  = W, + M , + + a/ 2 + m ,
From the definitions of the basis functions, it may be shown that
< v j J : ( r )  >= $ ( r ) ) ,
m = l,...,A/„
< >= - i s m x m x
(1.18)
m — m — M x + 1,...,M1 + M2,
< ( v „ # r ) )  l .7 .w  >=
/w — + A/2 + l,...,Afj + M2 + A/j.
where (f) is the unknown cell scalar electric potential, which is assumed to be constant 
with a cell. Combined (1.15), (1.16), (1.17), the matrix equation is
~Lh~h Lh~vh 0  " V r






L r-h Jvv _ vh Jvv _ w r LY J
where
10
z*V = -(m V. - mV  - m V  + mV ),
v  / »  i» m n  m n m n '
m,n  = i»
M ”:"‘ = ^ [ d s [ d s ' G i { r , r W - 7 ^ - { r - ,
i*-* = - ( m V* - mV. - m V* +mV*),
m «  /■% ' m u  m n  m / j  W i l l  7^  x  m w  w in
m = 1 ,...9M l9n =  + M 2 + + M 2 + M 3 >
M ‘r; ‘ = - ± -  ^ J * ' [ G ^ ( r , r 'X ( r  - % ) • ( ? ’-  r * ))],
"it m
Z "-‘ = I ( M V *  -  M V -  -  M V - + M V - ),2  m  if  i n  i f  m  if  m  n 77
m — M x + 1 +  M 2,n  =
M ;,;,‘ = - i -  Jd> J<fc'(z -  z* )[G^ (r , ? ') ( ( ? 'W  *)
m "
+ g * (?,?')(.(?
X V v* = (M V -*  -  M V - M V  + M V -v*),
w w  v  iw  n  i »  «  m n  m n 7
m =  A/j +1,..., + Af2,«  = A j^ + M 2 + 1,..., A/  ^ + A^2 + M-3 *
A C vV‘ = v V  I *  .K < z -  ^  -  ■?.* ) ■• * )AfnAn
+ G*(r,r'K(?'-r,‘).j],
XV" = (M V " -  M V." -  M V " + M V "),mn v  i n  n  m n m n m n 7











m z -: - j j l d s ^ d s X G ' S z - z W - W , (1.29)
r„V* - M Z - -  + M vh.-h),
nn 2  v m n m n m n m n




{ *  [ d s \G H r ,r 'W  -r* )-  (r' -  ?„*))], (1.31)
£*-'* = (ATt-."* -  +M t-.”*),UIH '  m  m m »t m  k m i» '
171 — A/j + Af2 "I" 1 A/j + Af2 + Afj,
w = Mj + M 2 + l,...,M j + M 2 + A/3,
(1.32)
M vA vA 1
4 . 4
[<& f(fa '[G ^(r,r ')((r-  • (? '-? ,* ))],■*4 ■•Si (1.33)
The connectivity matrix A defines the connectivity between edge-wise quantities and 
cell-wise quantities. Its elements are determined by
A art
if  Cell n is Edge a,' s positive side; 
if  Cell n  is Edge a 's  negative side;
otherwise.
(1.34)
On the other hand, nodal currents can be defined as total currents flowing out o f the 
corresponding mesh cells. This means that
(1.35)
12
where Qh, Qv, I and T are the charge, the induced current and the impressed current 
associated with a cell, respectively. Then, the surface electric potential is related to the 
surface charge density by the scalar electric potential Green’s functions as
<P= i , <y"G \(r,r')ds' + {, a 'G *(
= Li£ 2 - S A O G ‘A r ,T ')d s '+ l T ^ - S S f ' ) G : ( r , r ' ) d s ’
«=» £  n=JV,+l ^
AT,+Af2 Q '
(1.36)
where Ni and N2 are number o f  triangle and rectangle cells, respectively; Sn(r t) is a pulse 
basis function.
W )
f '  in cell n  
elsewhere
The matrix-equation expression of (1.36) is
V ~Khh K *v' 'Q h~
f .






= — I  44 , •k-
= — I
4 4  ■*>
= - ^ f
A A K
J, G *(r,r')ds'ds, 
£ G *(r,r')ds'ds, 







1.2.3. Partial Element Equivalent Circuit Extraction. The indutance between 
two current loops, i and j, is proportional to the magnetic flux in loop i due to the current 
in loop j. If loop i is assumed to consist o f N segments while the loop j is divided into M 
segments, the total inductance can be expressed as the summation of the partial 
inductances. Generally, the partial inductance of the nth segment due to current flow in 
the mth segment may be defined as an average value over the cross section of the nA 
segment, i.e.,
K ,  = —  \d v \d v 'fm(r)-G\, ') - / „ ( r ') .  (140) 
aman **m
where Qm and am are the volume and cross section area of the mth segment, respectively.
— A _
G (r,r')  is a dyadic Green's function for the vector magnetic potential, and f m(r) is the 
current distribution function over am.m
Similarly, the partial capacitance matrix with normalized potential coefficients 
[C] can be defined through its inverse matrix [K], having elements of
Km = -± -[ds[ds 'G *{r ,n  (1.41)
where G*(r,r') is a scalar Green's function for the scalar electric potential, Sm is the
surface of the mth segment, and is the area of Sm.
Comparing (1.20) - (1.33) and (1.38) with the definition of partial inductance and 
partial capacitance, it is may be found that [L] is a partial inductance matrix with 
normalized potential coefficients and [K] is an inverse partial capacitive matrix with 
normalized potential coefficients.
Combining (1.19) and (1.35) results in
















The pure relationship between the node potentials and the impressed node currents may 
be derived from (1.42), i.e.,
14
w m  =  (— [Ari - 'A ]  +  j a { K - lm \
JO)
= [ - / • ] .  (1.43)
Instead o f directly solving the MOM matrix equation, an equivalent circuit model is 
extracted from the admittance matrix [Y]. At an arbitrary Node m, the impressed node 
current is
n  = £ r „ A
n (1.44)
At the same time, Kirchhoff s Current Law (KCL) require the sum of currents at every 
node is 0, i.e.,
i :  = - <U  + - 0). (1.45)
n*m
Comparing (1.44) and (1.45) results in
T  = - Ymn mrt>
= I n
n
m  *  n  and n  *  0, 
m * 0 .
(1.46)
The admittance o f  an equivalent circuit branch, Y„n determines the values o f  the
equivalent circuit directly. Since the Y matrix is the sum o f  an inductive part and a 
capacitive part, every branch is a parallel LC circuit, while the branch from a node to a 
reference point (ground or infinity) is a capacitor as shown in Figure 1.6.
The entries in the L and C matrices are functions o f vector- or scalar- potential 
Green's functions, which are frequency dependent. Hence the circuit extracted from 
(1.46) is frequency dependent, making the circuit simulation difficult and time- 
consuming. A quasi-static approximation o f the Green's functions is employed to 
overcome this problem. Then the values o f extracted inductance and capacitance are 
constant over frequency. When frequency is very high, the quasi-static approximation 
causes a large condition number o f  the impedance matrix at some frequencies and the 
simulation accuracy is degraded. It may be cured by a proper definition o f the far cell 
distance. Any reaction between two cells that have the distance larger than the far cell 
distance is ignored.
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After the quasi-static approximation, the matrix [K] is symmetric, but [L] is 
asymmetric. This results in asymmetry in [Y] (the circuit matrix whose entries are Ymn's) 
that is required by circuit reciprocity. Let
L = L _ Lv + Lji
ij,restored ji, restored r\
(1.47)
The non-diagonal entries in the [L] matrix are averaged so that the symmetry of the [L] 
matrix, as well as the [Y] matrix, is restored [17].
Reference Reference
Figure 1.6. A typical circuit between any pair o f two nodes m and n.
1.2.4. Calculation of Green's Functions. The calculation o f Green's functions 
for a multi-layer media has been well studied by implementation o f complex-image 
theory [18] - [20]. The spectral-domain Green's functions for multi-layer media can be 
derived from the solution o f one-dimensional (plane wave) problems, assuming the 
horizontal dimension of dielectric layers are infinite.
The inverse 2-D Fourier transform (Hankel transform, Fourier-Bessel transform) 




—  f  k d k H " \ k  p ) ~ — , 




—  = F \ — ). 
Atut 2  j k z
(1.49)
Then the generalized pencil o f function (GPOF) method is used to approximate the 




The spatial-domain expression of the Green's functions may be obtained by using the 
Sommerfield identity and
M
G = Z a ,
- jk ^ x 2+ y 2+ p 2p (1.51)
p=i -2 + y 2 + K
When the point source is embedded in Layer p o f multi-layer media and the field point is 
in the same layer, the spectral-domain expression o f Green's functions are
QApp) =j±p_{e-rrV-A 
2 / p
+ R TpEe-r>t-u ’m ') + R TPlR f_(e~n<1‘‘e"~I'> +e-r’ad’- " ’'])\} ,
(1.52)
where hp.i is the z coordinate o f the interface between Layer p and Layer p-1; dp is the 
thickness o f Layer p; the R TPE+ and R™ are the generalized reflection coefficients for TM
and TE mode plane wave in multi-layer media; and,
(1.53)
m AG*,pp) = {M™
+ R £ R ‘PM (e-r^ “p- " z ’ - ' ) ]
J2k]
+  R™ e ~rp(~2hp+z+z') +  R ™ R ™ (e -rP(2dP-z+z"> _ e -rPWdp+z-z')^
+ M ? [ - R ? eP L * VP+'
+ R™e-r’f-2h’~ t!') + R ™ R l - e ~ rp(2‘r~z*z'))]},
(1.54)
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G*ipp) = -^ w - r i  + a ~{? 2 [R.Tpy r’tlh- '- t-z')
<° £pVp + 7 1J£PYp
\TEo - y p (-2hp+z+z') f i T E p T E  f  o ~rp {2dp+z-z')  ^ - y p (2dp-z+z')
2
■ d TM r p(2hp_1- z - z ')
+ R £ e - rpy-" ,pmz’ +e~r^ ap~z^ J)]
- M T M _______ ^_£_________ \ D 1M e>P 2 2 L^ i>+ c
G> £ » H r > + Y pp r - p
o TM ^ - y p (-2hp+z+z') _  J$TM p T M  ^ - y p (2dp+z-z')  _  - y p (2dp-z+z')+ R p_ e -R p " R L _ (e )]},
(1.55)
Q A p p ) = ^ £ _ { e - r , | « 1  + M ; " [ S ™ e ^ ' 2V , - - ' )
2 r p
+  R ™  e ~rP^ ~2hP+z+z  ^ 4. j j t ™  ^e ~rP(2dp-z+z') , „-Yp(2dB+z-z')+ e )],
(1.56)
Q f ( p p )  = _ L _ { e - r , \ ’ - ’ 1 + M f \ - R ™ e y ' a K - ' - ' ^ )
l e vp i  p
- R p _ e + R™ R™ (e __  O •
(1.57)
I f  the source and field points are in different dielectric layers, the derivation o f  the 
spectral-domain expressions for the Green's functions needs to apply the concept o f  the 
generalized transmission coefficients. W hen the field point is in Layer i, the source point 
is in Layer p, and i<p, the components o f Green's functions are
G tm  M f \ e rri~h,*z)
2 r p
+ R IEe~ri(~2hi-l~hi~z)][e~rpihp~l' z) + r ™ e ~rPihp-'-2hp+z,) ]#
(1.58)
q Wp) —
j 2 r p co1s pp p + r p2 u p ' p‘
+ R m e~rii2hi-1~hi~z)][e~rpi~hp-'~z) + r ™ e~rp{hp-l~2hp+z,)]
{7 ,T ™  M ™  [e~rA~i,*I>
-  y ,T ™ M f  +  f i n  g-MM,
ftp
[e





J£Pr P o fe ^
_j_  f tJ E g -Y ii- lh i-x -h i- z )  y ^ e ~YpQhP-i-z ') + f tT E  e ~Yp (hp_x-2hp+z') j
+ ypr,T™ M™ [-e-r‘i-h‘+z)
+  R™e~Yi(_2A'-i_A'-z) ] [ — V 1-z’) _j_ j jT M g - Y p {hp_x- 2hp+z')
(1.60)
QMiP) _ Mi fT M fijm ^e-rp(-i<p-i-z')
2 y, (1.61)
+ R ,p‘: e™  ^ - y P(hP- i-2hp+z ') i  f  ^ -T i i -h j+ z )  +  f t ™  e ~Yi ( I h ^ - h - z )][e
Q<Kip) — Yj j< T M ^ T M  ^e ~YP(hP- 1_Z >
2fi;,rP2 '
— R m  e ~ r P('hP-1~2hP+z'^  e ~Yi(~hi+ z) _j_ f t ™  e -Y i(2hi - i -h i -z )  ]
(1.62)
When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p, the components 
o f Green's functions are
G * Jp) = ^J -T ™ M ™ \e-r‘{-h<-'-z) 
2Yl
+Rj - e
TE„-Yj(hj_x- 2 h j + z ) - ^ ^ - y p ( -h p+z ') ^  j>TE 0 ~YP(2hp_x-hp-z')+ RPle
(1.63)
q ^Up) _  ^ p
U ZX 2 .......... T  {rpT ™ M ? [
j2y„ m £pjup + yp
+  R ™ e ~r j ( 2hJ-'~2hJ+z) ] [ e ~r p (~hp+z ) -  R ™ e ~r P{2hp- i -hP~z "> ]
-  y J l f M TpE ^ - [ - e r'{h<-'-z) -  R f e r‘ih‘-'-'lh‘*’)}
kip
[e




q H j p ) =  _ J --------- ------- 1---------_  { f  f  M f  ^ £ £ 1 -  [ e -r A ■»;--«>
2epy p a > 6 j M j + r j
+ r te e ~1'j(hJ~l~2h‘+z) ][e ~rpi~hp+z) + r te e ~rp(2hp-'-hp-z,) ]
-  J rMg ^ '(JH '2V z)][_g-)'p(-AP+z') _  S TMe - r p ^ - h p-z, -jj
Q^(ip) _  ^P fTMjtfTM r -Vpi-hp+z')
"  2 ^  py p L
+ r ™ e -rPi2hp-'-hp-z') ][e~rJ(hj-l~z) +  ^ 7Me~^(^ M_2^ +z)]
q <PUp ) —  Y i  t ™  M ™  \ — e ~ yp("~hp+z">
v I f  v  2 p j  p  1
b p f  p




1.2.5. Analytic Integration of Some Components of the Green's Functions.
The spectral-domain expressions of Green's functions are the functions o f  z and z'. I f  the 
source point is on a vertical surface, z varies within the appropriate cell. Similarly if  the 
field point is on a vertical surface, z' varies within the appropriate cell. The spectral- 
domain Green's functions have to be calculated and the inverse Fourier transform needs 
to be performed for every combination o f z and z'. The computational burden will be very 
large. The solution is to carry out the integration o f the spectral domain Green's functions 
multiplied with the test and/or basis functions, which can be implemented analytically 
over z and/or z'. So the inverse Fourier transform needs to be performed only once for 
every vertical cell.
If
s r - ( l ( r ) ® ( G - f , ( r ' ) ) ) d s  (1-68)
is uniformly convergent, the order o f integration o f inner product terms
< G ® f . ( r ' ) , l ( r ) >  (1.69)
can be interchanged. It has been proved that (1.68) is uniformly convergent when the 
expansion and testing functions satisfy the following criteria: (i) In the direction o f the 
polarization o f  the current, the sum of the order o f the differentiability o f the expansion
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and the testing functions must be equal to or greater than one; (ii) in the orthogonal 
direction o f the polarization o f  the current, any piecewise continuous function or even 
functions with singularities o f the order o f less than one are admissible [21] [22]. The 
basis functions for a vertical surface are rooftop basis functions, consisting o f a triangular 
function in the direction o f polarization and a pulse function in the direction orthogonal to 
the polarization o f the current. Similarly, it can be shown that the RWG basis functions 
used for a horizontal surface have the same property. Therefore the order o f integration o f 
(1.69) can be interchanged. The spectral domain Green's functions are integrated over z 
direction and cast into closed form via the Sommerfield identity.
The analytic integration results for the quasi-static approximation are listed
below:
2 y l y : ( r , r ' ) d z '
[ F XZ>ZJ  ~ F XZ>ZJ  + SF,<
1 FAZ>ZJ - FXZ>ZJ>
i = p , 
i *  p .
(1.70)
When the source and the field points are in the same dielectric Layer i,
:TM -/(-Ih j+ z+ z')
F X Z>Z') =
\yfTM
1Vli [_R™ e-r(2hi^-z-z’) _|_ f t 1  e~
£,r
+ R™R™(e~Ald‘-z*z') + e~r(2d‘*z~z))], 0, (1.71)
\TM d TM— z'[ 1 -  M ™ (R™  + R™ -  )],
8;
y  = 0.
SFi =
1 (c~r(Ztl~z) c~r(z^~z)) z , l ^ z and y *  0
1 e~r(z~z’° ) , z , l ^ z and y  *  0
j w
1 (2 e ',(z~z"') e nz'r I ) \ Z,1 < Z < Z,2 and y  *  0
W
0, y  -  0
(1.72)
When the field point is in Layer i, the source point is in Layer p, and i<p,
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Fx(z ,z ')  =
TM tTjtTMT 1m m
Pi P r - r ( 2hp -i-z ') , t>TM -r(hp-\-2hp+z')[e
epT
[e - r ( ~ hi+z) _  ^ T M e ~r(2hi. l-hi- z )
+ R i* e r'"’-
],




y  = 0 .
(1.73)
When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p,
F 1(z ,z ,) =
T A/f1 p j  1V1 p  ^ - y ( 2 h j _ l - z )  _  j ^ T M e ~ r(h j- i -2h j+z )
e pr
^e ~ r ( - hp+z') _ f tT M e -r(2hp_x-h p -z ') J
— z’ T ™ M t;  [1 -  R™  ][1 -  R™ l
r *  o,
Y = 0.
(1.74)
2y [ p2 t j 2 G* (r, r' )dz' dz
^2 (Zp2 > Zq2 ) ^2 (Zp2 >Zql) (1.75)
~ F2 (z p\ > Zq2 ) + ^2 (Zpl >Zq\) ^ 2» i = P,
^2 (Zp2 > Zq2 ) “  ^2 (Zp2 >Zql)
- F 2(Zpl>Zq2) + F2(Zpl,Zql), i *  p.











zz ' [1 -  M ™ ( R ‘“ + R ‘M - 2 R ‘M )], 0>TM \TM TM nTM
s f2
1 ^e-r(zq2-zpi) + e-r(zRi~zp2)
£,y2
_ e~r^qi-zPz) _ e~r(z9i-*pi)^
V  > 2,2 and y *  o,
1 ^e~y(zP 2-z«i) + g-r( v ***)
s ,r 2
_ e-r(zp2-zq2) _  e~r(zPx-zqi) ^
Z,2 < ZP2 and y  * o ,
— (zp2- z pI) + - L ( e - ^ ‘>
s j  p S{/
_ e~r(zq2-zp2) + e-r(zq2-zpi)^
o,
Z.l =Z.2 and Y *  0, 
y -  0.
(1.76)
(1.77)
When the field point is in Layer i, the source point is in Layer p, and i<p,
F ,(z ,z ’) =
TM {sT M
T p i  M p  - y ( 2 h  x-z ' )  n T M  - r { h p_y-2hp+z')
£oY
[e + R ;-e
[ -^r(-A,+2) + ftTM ^rV^-hi-z^
i  \ rpTM T~i TM r 1 rZ TM l r i  n i M - i------z z T pi M p [ l - ^ + ] [ l - ^ . + j,\TM
']
y*  o, (1.78)
Y -  0.
When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p, the assistant 
integral functions are
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F 2 ( z , z ' )  =
[e
rp TM \jrTM
J p j  m p  j c - r ( 2hi - \- z )  +  f t T M  e ~r(hM -2hj+z)-
e„r J~
- r ( - h p+z') +  ^ T M e ~y(2hp_l-hp-z ')  j
-  —  zz' T™M[1 ■- ][1-  ],
Y  * 0,
(1.79)
y  =  0.
2 7 ^  G*(r
{F} (zp2,.z’) -  F 3 (zpl ,z ') + SF3 
1 F3(zp2,z’) - F }(zpl,z')
i = P  
i *  p
( 1 .80)
When the source and the field points are in the same dielectric Layer i,




J" j ^ T M g - y (2hi_x-z - z ' )  J ^ T M g -y ( -2 h j  +z+z')
+ R™R™ (e-r(ld'-’+*') + e -rW)]5 ^ # 0 ,






i •? \ i i V* 2pi z’ and Y*  0,
£iY
-f—(e~r(z~Zp2) -  e~r(z'~Zpl)), Z„2 ^Z' and Y*  0, (1.82)s y
— (2 -  e~r(z'~Zpl) -  e~r(Zp2~z')), zp,<z '<zp2 and Y*  0,
£iY
0, Y = 0.
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When the field point is in Layer i, the source point is in Layer p, and i<p, the assistant 
integral functions are
F 3 ( z , z ' )  =
TM tutTMT T Mpi P j-£-r(2Vi-z’) _ r TMe -Y(hp-\-2hp+z') j
e«r
e^ ~r(~hi+z) _  g T M  g - y ilh ^ -h i- z )  j
— zT™M™  [1 -  R ‘pM ][1 -  R ‘"  ],TM \TM
y *  o,
y  = 0.
(1.83)
When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p,
F ,(z ,z ')  =
rpTM \ jfTM
1 pj IV1 P ^ - r W j - x - z )  +  jj^TM g-/(h j-\-2h j+ z) ■
epr
[e~r('~hp+z ) — R™e~ri2hp-l~hp~z,) ]
- z T ™ M ™ [ \ - R ™ ] [ \ - R ™ } ,
y *  o,
y -  0.
(1.84)
-pi
f 2 G* (? ,? ' )(z — z p )(z’- z ,  )dz' dz 
*?!
^4(Z/>2 >Z$2 ) — ^ 4(Z/>2>Z? 1)
^  - ^ 4 ( ZPl»Z92) + F 4(Z/,lSZ9l) + ^ 4 ,  
^4 (Zp2 ’ Zg2 ) ~ ^4 (Zp2»Z91)
i = P,
~ ^ 4(Z/>1 > Z?2 ) + ^4(Zpl»Zgl )> i * p .
(1.85)
When the source and the field points are in the same dielectric Layer i, the assistant
integral functions are
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- ± X z - z ,  -
+  R ™  ( z ' - z  +  - X z  - Z . +
r  r
+ *“ $” ((-z'+Z, “Xz Zp - I )e-ZM—i
f . ( z , z ’ ) =  - -  ( z ,—z „  ~Xz z „  +  V r ( H * - ' 1) ] .  r  *  o,
(1.86)
[1 -  M ™ ( R ™  + R ™  -  2 R ™ R ™ ) ] , y  =  0 .
SF„ =
^ 5  ( Zp2 > Zg2 )  +  ^ 5  ( Zp l» Zq 1)
— 5 F 5 ( z p2 yZq j )  — <S!F5 ( z p l , 2 ) ,
*^ 6 (Zp2 > Z^2 ) + ^ 6 (Zpl ’Z$l)
— S F 6 ( z p 2 , z q l)  — 5 !/^  ( z p l , z q2) ,
z q2 >  z p2 a n d  y *  0 ,
z q 2 < z p2 a n d  y *  0 ,
z *  - z \
_2 2 Z ~  — Z .
2A (-£ lr i - ^ + Z, ) - £iy - £L
+ ZpZ,(Z,>2 _Z/>l))~_ ((Zp2 " Z,) e’r<V"!,!)
- ( * „  - Zp> ^ ' ' , )(z42 -
_ e-r(v-„>(Z92 _ z<) J - _ ((z?2 _ Zj,)e^ . . - v )
_ e-^« -v» (Zpi_ Zf)^
+ ^ -r(z,2-zP2) _ e-r(^i-zp2)
- e " “ "‘'+ e-r(z42_zpi) J_/,-r(z«i_zpi)^  JL
+ ((zp2 -Z p K <I<rI' !> -<*„
+ (er(s',-*’,) + eH!’'-!f')) ^ ' - p — ((zpl - Zp) / <I,,' V)
- ( Zpl- Zp)e'(I< '^ ,) ^ 1
0,
Z91 = Z«2
y  =  0 .
(1.87)
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SF5 (z, z' ) = - A  ((z ’- z ,  )(z  -  z ,  ) -  — ^
z '- z 9 z - z ^  1 e~r(2' z)
2 J :
r  r  x r
( 1.88)
z'—z z — z 1 /^C2'-2)
5F6 (z, z ') = - h, ((z ' - z.  )(z - z , )  + -----2----------- «- -  -  j-)2 /  2r r r r (1.89)
When the field point is in Layer i, the source point is in Layer p, and i<p,
F ,(z ,z ')  =
u T™ Mr p  * pi
TM » r  TM
P \(z’- z q - - ) e
r
]_\ „ -r(2 h p_l- z ’)
7
- R™(z '-z . + i ) e " r(Vl-2Ap+z,)][(-z + z - - ) e " r(_/,'+z) (1 -90)
+ f f f ( z - z  - - ) e
y




'py v“ + ][l + £ ™ ],
( z - z _ ) 2(z’- z j
r  * 0 ,
y  = 0.
When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p,
?*(*,*) =
TM \ *TMu T 1MM  
f^p pj p \ ( z - z - - ) e1 , - Y ( 2 h j _ x- z )
+ R ™ (-z  + zp -  V ^ - ' - ^ ^ K - z ’+z, - l y X - V *
(1.91)
\TM (  . _  1 \ -r(2hp-i-*p-z')+ R '“ (z '-zq — )e 
(z z )2 (z'—z )2
],
r
p/ v'  f™ M ™ [\ + R™][\ + R ™ l
7 * 0 ,
y -  0.
2 4
r' ( z - z p) ^ p < i z  = F5(zp2, z ' ) - F 5(zpl,z'). 
Jkx
(1.92)
When the source and the field points are in the same dielectric Layer i, the assistant
integral functions are
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F5 ( z ,  z ' ) = [R™ ( - z  + z +  - ) e-H2h‘-'-z~2'’> -  R™  (z - z p + I ) e - * - 2^ +*’>
7 7 7
+ R™R™ ((z - z -  - ) e " r(M'_z+z’) + ( z - z p + -)£ T r{2d'+z-z,))]
7
+ M f E[ R™( - z + z p + l ) e -r(2h‘-'-2-z,) -  R™( z - z p + l ) e -r(-2* ^
7 7
+ R ™ R ™ ((-z + z p - - ) e~Y(2di~z'+z) - ( z - z  - - ) e -r(2d‘-z+z,))].
7 7
When the field point is in Layer i, the source point is in Layer p, and i<p,
T A/f 1 1
F5( z , z ’ ) = ^  *  2 " [ ( -z  + z„ -  V r(_V2) + R™ ( * - * , - V ' <2‘M' ‘r2)]
r  r  r
[e
- / ( Z A p . i - z ' )  r > T M  - Y ( h p - \ - l h p + z ')+ R ‘p_e  *"'■ )]
rpltZ \jflF -I -1
A p [(z — z + - ) e - r(^ +z) + l f ( z - z „  - - ) e " ’,(‘2*'-'‘‘rJ )]
r  r  r
+ gTE^rihp-i-lhp+z') j
When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p,
f T M f i T M




+  « ™ ( z - z p +-!-)e ^ - ' “^ +z)]
[e~r(_Ap+z) -
-J£ />7£
-  M‘Tp‘ j L - [(z  -  2 +
+  £ f ( z  -  Z -  -*,->]






2 r f  ' S i ( f , 7 W
F6(Z’Z, 2 ) - F6(Z’Zql) + SF6> l= P ,
F6(Z’Z, 2 ) - F6(Z’Zq\)> i * p .
When the source and field points are in the same dielectric Layer p,
fh.
y
F6(z, z')  = ^ M l ER i y rah‘-'-z-z']
■ ^ M f R ^ e r(-u ^ + ^ M f R ^ J l Ee ,ild’*z-z')
r r
y
7 *  0,
= M ,[M? & Z  + Rp- +  2 R X  ) > ’, =  0.
SF. = (
—  (e_r(Z9l_z) - e _y(z,2_z)), z,i ^ z and y * 0 ,
Y
-^ (e~ y(z_Z92) -e~y(*~z,l)), Z»2 ^ Z and y * o ,
r
^ ( 2 - < f ’’(” ,,)- e ' ’’<‘'2~r)) Z,1 < Z < Z,2 and y * 0 ,
7
F„(z,2 -z ,i ) y = 0.
When the field point is in Layer i, the source point is in Layer p, and i<p,
' ti?<\+SZy(\+gZ)V, r = o,
F 6 ( z , z ’ )  =  \
r * o .
F £
[ _ L e _ r ( V i - * ’>
/  y
p -  -r(.z'+hP-i-2hp )-
When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p,
MiT*MlE(l + R™y.l + R™)]z', r = 0,
F 6 ( z ,  z ’ )  =  j  +  S "







(1.101)FAZpi’Z ' ) - F i ( z pi ,z ' )  + SF7, i = p ,  
Fi (ZP2>z ' ) -  Fi (zPi»z’ \  i *  p.
F7(z ,z ')  =
^ M TpER TPl e r(lh’-'-!-z,)
r
M lER™e~r(-2h' +z+2,)
- t j L M TER TpER TpEe~r(ld^ ~ I')
^ M f R l l R f - e ^ ' 1^
SF-, =
r  * o ,
jup[M TpE(R TpE + R EE+ 2 R eeR;e_)]z , r = 0.
— (e~r{Zpl~z ) -e~Y(Zp2~z)), Z,1 ^  z ’ and Y *  0,
Y
—  (e~Y(z'~Zp2) -  e~Y(z'~Zpl)), Z ~ Z' and Y *  0,
r
2 - e~Y(z~Zpl) -e~ Y(Zp2~z)) Z,1 < Z < Zp2 and Y *  0,
r
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When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p, the assistant
integral functions are
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When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p, the assistant 
integral functions are
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When the field point is in Layer i, the source point is in Layer p, and i<p,
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When the field point is in Layer j, the source point is in Layer p, and j>p, the assistant
integral functions are
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In this section, numerical results are presented to illustrate the role o f transverse 
current in via modeling and the results o f CEMPIE modeling with the improved basis 
functions.
the board is shown in Figure 1.7(a). The top, third, fourth, and bottom layer are signal 
layers, while the second and fifth layer are power/ground layers. There are two PCB 
cores with thickness o f 6.04 mils and the thickness o f pre-preg between top/bottom layer 
and cores are 4.1 mils. The pre-preg layer between two cores is 9.2mil thick. The 
dielectric constant o f  all layers is approximately 4.0 with 0.02 loss tangent. The size of 
the board is 30 mm by 20 mm. A via is located at the coordinates (10,10) and connected 
to two 50Q-microstrip traces on the top and the bottom signal layers. The radius o f  the 
via is 10 mils and the radius o f the via pad is 16 mils. The diameter o f the anti-pad is 37 
mils. Two microstrip stubs located on the top and bottom layers have 39.4mil length.
To simulate the S-parameters o f this via transition, two lumped ports were set at 
the edge the microstrip stubs. The structure may be considered as three two-layer 
structures, while the top structure and bottom structure are exactly same. These three 
two-layer structures are designated as “Block A”, “Block D” and “Block A ” respectively. 
If the magnetic coupling between three blocks around the via is neglected, the entire
Figure 1.7 shows a via transition on a 6-layer printed circuit board. The stackup of
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geometry may be modeled separately as three two-layer boards. The original CEMPIE 
code, which enforced the current flow vertically along vertical surfaces, was used to 
model each block individually. S-parameters of each block were then transformed to 
ABCD matrices. Subsequently, the three ABCD matrices were multiplied to acquire the 
ABCD matrix when three blocks cascaded together. Finally the ABCD matrixes of the 
cascaded blocks were transformed back to S-parameters. Figure 1.8 compares cascaded 
modeling results with direct CEMPIE modeling o f the entire geometry. The blue curve is 
the magnitude o f Sn modeled by the original CEMPIE code, while the red curve shows 
the results when three blocks were modeled separately and cascaded together. It is clear 
that the peaks o f magnitude of Sn  matched very well, which is due to resonance of the 
board, but the null associated with via inductance and board capacitance cannot match. 
Further simulation showed that i f  a 0.16 nH inductor was put between the every two 
blocks as shown in Figure 1.9, the cascaded result, green curve, would match the 
simulation results o f entire geometry. At the same time, the magnitude of S21 does not 
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Figure 1.7. A via transition on a 6-layer board, (a) side view, (b) perspective view.
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Frequency (GHz)
Figure 1.8. Modeling results—Sn using CEMPIE without horizontal current components
on the vertical surface.
The reason for this discrepancy in the magnitude o f Sn is that the original 
CEMPIE’s basis functions cannot describe the transverse current along the via. So it 
enforces the current flow vertically along the via body. However, the real current 
distribution has transverse current components to keep the loop inductance as small as 
possible as shown in Figure 1.11. Therefore, the inductance associated with via was not 
modeled accurately using the original CEMPIE. In fact, it produced a larger value of via 
inductance. That is the reason why cascaded results with compensation inductors can 
match the CEMPIE simulation results.
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Figure 1.10. Modeling results—S21 using CEMPIE without horizontal current 
components on the vertical surface.
Figure 1.11. Current distribution o f the test case in Figure 1.7.
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The simulation results using CEMPIE with improved basis functions are shown in 
Figure 1.12 and Figure 1.13. From the figure, one observes that the simulation results for 
the entire geometry and the cascaded results matched very well with 3dB difference for 
Sn and less than 0.05 dB for S21. Figure 1.12 and Figure 1.13 also compare the CEMPIE 
simulation results with another commercial full-wave tool using the finite integral 
technique. There is a very good agreement between these two full-wave simulation 
results.
Figure 1.12. Modeling results— Sn using CEMPIE with the improved basis functions.
1.4. CONCLUSION
CEMPIE is a full-wave simulation algorithm for layered media. A  set of 
improved basis functions has been proposed and by using the improved basis functions 
CEMPIE may model the transverse components of currents on vertical conductive 
surfaces. The role o f the transverse currents on vertical conductive surfaces has been 
studied. It was found that for the models of via transitions on PCBs, the parasitic 
inductance associated with vias is strongly affected by the accuracy o f modeling the
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current path. The improved basis functions provide the ability to model the current path 
more accurately. Agreement between different simulation results for a via transition using 
CEMPIE and a full-wave finite integral integration method has been exhibited.
Figure 1.13. Modeling results— S21 using CEMPIE with the improved basis functions.
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2. VIA MODELS FOR SINGLE-ENDED SIGNALING
In high-speed digital design, signal via transitions on PCBs are becoming an 
important signal integrity issue. When the data rate exceeds a giga-bit per second, via 
transitions may distort and degrade the signal. Efficient and accurate models for via 
transitions are necessary to analyze high bit-rate digital circuit system designs. These 
models should be compatible with fast simulation tools. The goal of this study is an 
engineering level SPICE-compatible circuit model for via transitions. This section 
discusses how to model the signal via transition for single-ended signaling.
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Prior work focused on the impact of a via on signal quality [21] - [25]. The 
equivalent circuit of a via which connected two semi-infinitely long transmission lines 
through a circular hole in a ground plane were modeled as a 7r-shape equivalent circuit 
and the elements of the circuit were calculated by the method of moments from a set of 
integral equations [26]. In [27], an integral equation-based quasi-static method is used for 
calculating the capacitance of multilayer board vias. More recent efforts have studied the 
physics-based circuit model of complex via hole structures [28]. The via hole is modeled 
as a cascaded combination of capacitance and inductance matrices. The capacitance 
values are computed using an electrostatic solver while inductance values are computed 
from a 2-D quasi-TEM solver. In this section, a procedure for building a SPICE model 
library for via transitions is proposed. Using this library, SPICE models for various vias 
on a specified PCB stack-up are constructed by cascading building blocks, consisting of 
SPICE models for elements of the via structure. A full-wave numerical approach, 
CEMPIE (Circuit Extraction based on Mixed Potential Integral Equation) [1], was used 
to extract the lumped element parameters of those building blocks.
An example of a four-layer board with a via transition was measured and 
simulated using CEMPIE to check the validity as a full-wave simulation tool for via 
transition in multi-layer PCBs. For multi-layer PCBs, there are several internal solid 
planes such as power bus structures. These internal solid planes can be seen as natural 
separations for the building blocks. The objective is to model every part separated by
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internal solid planes independently. This method is called the peeling and partitioning 
process in this section. An inductance and capacitance circuit model in a 7r-shape 
topology was used to model the building block for an example of via transitions. In 
digital design, time-domain simulations are more common than frequency domain 
simulations. The effect o f the via transition in the time domain simulation was 
investigated also. A library matrix was constructed for single-ended signaling on a 10- 
layer printed circuit board. Furthermore, the library matrix showed how to use the model 
blocks to build a complete SPICE model for an entire via transition.
At high frequencies, the geometry o f a parallel plane power bus and the position 
of the via affect the distributive behavior o f a via. In this situation, a simple capacitive 
model is not sufficient to model the power bus. An equivalent circuit with transformers 
from cavity models may model the distributive behavior o f a rectangular board. 
Furthermore, the input impedance of an irregular shaped board can be calculated with a 
segmentation or desegmentation method. Then the input impedance of a powerbus can be 
put in the SPICE model for a via transition instead of a simple capacitive model.
2.2. MODELING A VIA WITH CEMPIE AND SPICE
To simplify the modeling of via transitions, a multi-layer board was viewed as 
many two-layer board elements laminated together. Then each two-layer board element 
was modeled independently, forming a building block. The magnetic coupling between 
the blocks around the via was neglected in this procedure. The model for the entire via 
transition was constructed by cascading building blocks. To demonstrate the procedure 
mentioned above, an example o f a via transition was investigated. The geometry of this 
example is shown in Figure 2.1. FR4 (er=4.5) material was used between two solid 
planes. First, the entire geometry was peeled and partitioned into three building blocks. 
The blocks above and below the solid planes are the same. Thus, only two blocks were 
modeled independently. A SPICE model was constructed for each block. Then the 
SPICE model for the entire geometry was formed from the cascaded blocks, as shown in 
Figure 2.2. To obtain the element values of each SPICE model, a nodal-based admittance 
matrix was acquired from a CEMPIE simulation. Consequently, the Z-matrix for two 
external ports was derived from it. Also, the Z-matrix for the external ports can be
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obtained from the SPICE model. Comparing these two Z-matrices, the lumped element 
parameters in the SPICE model can be calculated [29]. Initial values o f the lumped 
elements were guessed. Then, the Matlab function FMINSEARCH was used to find a 
local minimum of the evaluation function, which is the sum of the squares of the 
differences between the S-parameter from a SPICE model and from a CEMPIE 
simulation. As an example, those parameters for blocks above and below the solid planes 
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Figure 2.1. Geometry of a via transition for model extraction.
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Figure 2.2. Complete SPICE model for the entire via transition shown in Figure 2.1.
The block between the two solid planes was modeled using the same method. S- 
parameters calculated using the CEMPIE simulation and the entire SPICE model agree 
closely as shown in Figure 2.3. The difference o f IS21I is less than 1 dB up to 4 GHz. 
These results match well because the characteristic impedance o f  the transmission line is
Figure 2.3. Comparison o f modeled results for the geometry shown in Figure 2.1.
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104 Ohms. So these two segments of transmission line dominate the behavior of the S- 
parameter. Had the characteristic impedance been 50 Ohm or had microstrip stubs been 
short, there would have been difficulties, which will be discussed in the following 
section.
2.3. LIBRARY MATRIX
An example o f the library matrix for the standard 0.062”  10-layer board was 
constructed for use in the procedure above in a real design environment. There are 6 
building blocks shown in Figure 2.4.
Table 2.1 shows how to assemble the building blocks to model a particular via. 
As an example, consider a via connecting two signal lines located in Layer 3 and Layer 8. 
The model for this via can be constructed from Block E, B, C, B and E. Building block E, 
for example, only has one port and so it can only be assembled in one way. Building 
block A, in contrast, has two ports. The symbol A refers to a configuration in which port 
1 is the external port connected to the microstrip traces and port 2 is the internal port 
connected to other via building blocks. The symbol A denotes the same block connected 
so that port 1 acts as the external port and port 2 acts as the internal port as shown in 
Figure 2.5. Building block B contains three ports. The various connections to block B are 
denoted by a combination of superscripts and underscores. Specifically B1 refers to a 
configuration for which ports 1 and 2 are in the signal path, while B refers to a 
configuration for which ports 1 and 3 are in the signal path. Without an underscore (e.g. 
Bl), port 1 is assumed to be the input port. With an underscore (e.g. B2), port 1 is 
assumed to be an output port. These definitions are also shown in Figure 2.5.
2.4. PEELING PROCESS AND CHALLENGES
A 7r-network inductance and capacitance model was used to model building 
blocks. Only one inductor was used in each building block. The value of this inductor 
































Figure 2.4. Building blocks for a standard 0.062”  board.
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Table 2.1. Library matrix for a 0.062" thick 10-layer printed circuit board
1 3 4 7 8 10
1 ABiCDE AtfCDE ADCBiE ADCBfE ADCDA
3 EFCDE EB'CBlE EB'CBfE EBCDA
4 e b 2c b |e EB^CBfE EBCDA
7 " " ----------- EDCFE e d c b 'a
8 e d c b 2a
10
Figure 2.5. The meanings of underline and superscript in the library matrix.
was modeled independently, almost all the current flows vertically along the via body. 
The original CEMPIE with simplified basis functions, which forced the current flow 
vertically along vertical metal surfaces, could model these building blocks accurately.
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When different building blocks are cascaded together, the current distribution will be 
different than with an isolated building block. When the original CEMPIE code was used 
to model the entire via transition on a multi-layer board, an artificial inductor had to be 
put between every two blocks when building blocks were cascaded together to 
compensate for the effect of current redistribution.
An example o f a via transition for single-ended signaling is shown in Figure 2.6. 
A via passes through all layers of a 4-layer, 3 cm by 2 cm board. Figure 2.6(a) shows the 
side view of this structure. The mesh patterns used in CEMPIE are shown in Figure 
2.6(b) and (c). After every block was modeled independently, compensation inductances 





Figure 2.6. Via geometry and mesh patterns, (a) Side view of a via through a four-layer 




Figure 2.6. Via geometry and mesh patterns, (a) Side view o f a via through a four-layer 
board; (b) Mesh pattern o f top and bottom layer; (c) Mesh pattern o f two middle layers.
(cont.)
Figure 2.7. Blocks and compensating inductances.
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Figure 2.8 shows the simulation results o f  the original CEMPIE for an entire 
geometry, a cascaded block A-D-A model without compensating inductance; and the 
same model with compensating inductances. The value o f the compensation inductance 
was estimated by curve fitting. The cascaded results were calculated from the S- 
parameters of blocks directly. The cascaded results were calculated from the S- 
parameters o f blocks directly. The S-parameters were transformed to ABCD parameters. 
Then, ABCD parameters were multiplied together. Finally, The ABCD parameters o f 
combined three blocks were transformed back to S-parameters. Sn shows some large 
differences at the resonant frequencies around 2.1 GHz and 5 GHz.
2.5. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TRANSVERSE CURRENT
The impact o f the transverse current and overall current distribution in the 
partitioning and peeling process; the relationship between the current distribution along a 
via body; and the equivalent inductance of the via were investigated. Several cases were 
also simulated using CST Microwave Studio (MWS) for comparison with the CEMPIE 
tool being used. The first case had two Block A’s (see Figure 2.4(a)) connected together 
as shown in Figure 2.9. In this case both the input and output signal traces were located 
on the left side o f the via. The magnitude o f the magnetic field at 2GHz were simulated 
for three cross-sections using MWS. Figure 2.10 shows a top view o f the magnitude of 
the H-field at 2 GHz over the cross-section A-A’. Figure 2.11 shows the H-field on the 
cross-section B-B’, and Figure 2.12 shows the H-field on the cross-section C -C \ These 
three figures illustrate that the current distribution does not change or changes only 
minutely along the via body in this case. Furthermore, there is no y component o f the H- 
field, i.e., transverse current, along the via body, which is shown in Figure 2.13. This 
indicates that there is almost not any transverse current in this case. The CEMPIE tool 
can model this case accurately, because the tool correctly enforces the current flow 
vertically along the via body. The comparison between the cascaded result and the 
simulation for the entire geometry agrees well, both with MWS and CEMPIE modeling 


























Figure 2.8. Simulation results using the original CEMPIE for single-ended case.
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Figure 2.9. Side view of Block A-A (signal from left side goes back to left side of the
via).
Type * H-Fialdl (pea*';
Monitor * h-fiaic5 if*2.jy*>®.3?S) i l l  
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« 6 degrees
Figure 2.10. Magnitude of H-field at 2 GHz over the cross-section A-A’ from MWS
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Figure 2.13. Y component o f H-field (associated with transverse current) at 2 GHz over
the cross-section A-A’ from MWS.
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Figure 2.14. Comparison of some simulation results.
However, when the input signal goes in one side and the output exits the via 
transition on the opposite site, as shown in Figure 2.15, the current distribution changes 
along the via body as illustrated in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17. In the top block, most of 
the current is concentrated at the left side o f the via, while a small part of it flows along 
the right side of the via. This differs from the current distribution in Figure 2.9, and the 
current distribution when block A is modeled independently. In this case, the original 
CEMPIE simulation results in a significant error due to the inaccurate modeling of 
inductance associated with the via. Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19 show clearly the 
horizontal current existing in this case. The original CEMPIE tool did not model this 
case accurately as shown in Figure 2.14, by the red curves. The difficulty is that the old 
basis functions in the numerical formulation do allow for transverse currents on planes 
but not on vertical structures. Further, the analysis of the two cases above clearly 
demonstrates that an understanding o f the current distribution at a discontinuity is critical 
for model extraction, as can be seen by comparing the black curve for the cascaded result
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of two Block A ’s, with the red and blue curves in Figure 2.14, where the blue curves are 
for the case with the input and output on the same side, and the red for input and output 
signal on opposite sides. A partitioning process that does not incorporate the current 
distribution through the discontinuity correctly will not result in an accurate model.
Figure 2.15. Side view of Block A-A (signal from left side goes to right side o f the via).
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Figure 2.16. Absolute magnitude o f H-field at 2 GHz on the cross-section A-A* from
MWS.
Figure 2.17. Absolute magnitude o f H-field at 2 GHz on the cross-section B-B’ from
MWS.
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Figure 2.18. Y component of H-field (associated with transverse current) at 2 GHz on
the cross-section A-A’ from MWS.
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Figure 2.19. Y component of H-field (associated with transverse current) at 2 GHz on
the cross-section B-B’ from MWS.
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The via transition problem investigated above clearly demonstrates that 
partitioning a discontinuity into constituent blocks requires considerable fidelity in 
achieving the correct current distribution within each individual block, as compared to 
that with the overall structure, in order to develop an accurate library.
2.6. NEW BASIS FUNCTIONS FOR CEMPIE
In order to model the transverse current in vertical metal surface to acquire the 
accurate parasitic inductance associated with via body, an improved basis functions was 
developed to incorporate the horizontal edges as parts o f current basis.
The simulation results using CEMPIE with improved basis functions are shown in 
Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21. From the figures, one observes that the simulation results of 
entire geometry and the cascaded results matched very well with 3dB difference for Sn 
and less than 0.05 dB for S21. Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21 also compared the CEMPIE 
simulation results with another commercial full-wave tool using finite integral technique 
for the validation purpose. There is a very good agreement between these two full-wave 
simulation results.
Figure 2.20. Modeling results— Sn using CEMPIE with the improved basis functions.
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Figure 1.14. Modeling results— S21 using CEMPIE with the improved basis functions.
2.7. EYE-DIAGRAM SIMULATION
In practice, time domain simulations are more common in the design of high 
speed digital data links than frequency domain simulations. Therefore, the effectiveness 
o f the circuit model on a time domain simulation was investigated. Figure 2.22 shows the 
eye diagrams o f via transition in Figure 2.6. The eye diagrams were produced with the 2 
GBit/s input bit rate, 50 ps rise time (20%-80%), 3EB05H (comma, comma bar) as the 
format o f bit pattern. The bit pattern formed the pseudo-random bit sequence. Then, it 
was transformed to the frequency domain and multiplied by the transfer function F = 
S2i/(1+Sn). The output signal was transformed back to time-domain using inverse 
discrete Fourier Transform. The eye-diagrams were formed then by cutting and 
overlapping the time-domain output signal. Here the presumption is that both source 
termination and load termination are matched. The eye diagrams produced using the 
above procedure is shown in Figure 2.22. The property o f the signal quality can be easily 
quantified by eye widths, eye openings and the jitter. These results show that the SPICE 
models in the library matrix are good for engineering studies o f the impact o f via 




Figure 2.21. Eye-diagram simulated using the circuit model of the via.
2.8. CONCLUSION
In this section, a method to build a SPICE model library for via transition on 
single-ended signaling has been presented. For a given stackup o f PCB, a SPICE model 
library for via transition can be built using the CEMPIE and every via on the board can 
be modeled by a few cascaded blocks in this library. It was shown that the transverse 
current plays a significant role on the modeling o f via transition, especially for the 
estimation of accurate value of parasitic inductance o f via body.
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3. VIA MODELS FOR DIFFERENTIAL SIGNALING
In high-speed digital designs, signal via transitions on printed circuit boards 
(PCBs) are becoming an important signal integrity issue. As the data rates increase into 
the multi-giga-bit per second range, via transitions can degrade the signal. Efficient and 
accurate models for via transitions are necessary for high bit-rate digital circuit system 
designs. Further, these models should be compatible with fast simulation tools.
3.1. INTRODUCTION
A number of models for differential vias have been published. The method in [33] 
and [34] modeled the coupled vias as a cascade o f capacitances and inductances. A 3-D 
electrostatic solver was used to calculate the capacitances while the formula o f a bifilar 
transmission line was applied to computation of the inductance values. Another method 
in [35] modeled vias in differential transmission lines as transmission line segments. A 
layer peeling process was proposed to model via transitions o f  single-ended signaling on 
multi-layer PCBs in [36] and [37] . In this section, this procedure was used to model the 
via pair for a differential signal pair. SPICE models for various vias on a specified PCB 
stackup are constructed by cascading “building blocks”, which are SPICE models for 
elements o f the via structure. Full-wave numerical modeling was used to simulate the 4- 
port S-parameters of these “building blocks” .
3.2. PEELING AND PARTITIONING METHOD FOR VIA PAIR ON 
DIFFERENTIAL SIGNALING
It was shown in the previous work that single-ended via transition in the multi­
layer PCBs could be modeled using a peeling and partitioning process[36] [37] . A via is 
segmented into several parts, and each part is modeled as a SPICE passive network. The 
various via transitions in a practical design can be modeled by putting these basic 
building blocks together. This method is denoted as a peeling and partitioning process in 
this paper. The models o f these parts are called “ building blocks” or “blocks”. Solid 
planes inside the PCBs were used as natural boundaries for separating the blocks of a via. 
Similarly, this process was applied to build the via model library for differential
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signaling. The main advantage o f  the layer peeling process is that it has the flexibility to 
model various via transitions connecting signal lines on different layers using a few 
SPICE building blocks. It decreases the requirement o f  time and complexity o f full-wave 
simulation for model extraction. For a through-hole via differential signal pair, the via 
model library includes only four kinds o f building blocks: the transition between coupled 
microstrip lines and differential via pair (Block A in Figure 3.1), the differential via pair 
across two solid planes (Block D), the transition between coupled striplines and a 
differential via pair (Block B), differential via stubs (Block C). At first, simple 
combinations o f blocks associated with the geometry variation were simulated using full- 
wave tools to acquire n-port S-parameters. Then a physics-based SPICE model for each 
block was built. The values o f these elements were extracted by fitting the mixed-mode 
S-parameters from full-wave models.
B lo c k  A:
B lo c k  B:
B lo c k  D:
B lo c k  C:
Figure 3.1. Basic blocks for a 10-layer PCB.
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3.3. BUILDING BLOCKS AND SPICE MODELS
For a multi-layer PCB, there are four basic blocks, which are shown in Figure 3.1. 
Block A is the transition between coupled microstrip lines and differential via pair, Block 
B is the transition between coupled striplines and differential via pair, Block C describes 
differential via stubs and Block D represents the differential via pair across two solid 
planes.
The circuit model for Block A is shown in Figure 3.2. Basically it is two coupled 
7r-shape circuit networks. Ci models the capacitance between the microstrip stub and the 
reference plane; C2 represents the capacitance between the via body and reference plane; 
Cmi and Cm2 model the capacitive coupling between two vias; and M models the 
inductive coupling between two vias.
^ -0  Port 1 ? c ml <j Port 2 0—^
c 1  •'
■5 L [




'. 1 c  
] l  ?
c  -1- '
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Figure 3.2. Circuit model for Block A.
Because Block B has six ports and two reference planes, it needs two different 
models. One is for the geometry when signals come from the top layer and the ports on 
the bottom layer are connected to via stubs as shown in Figure 3.3. Another one is for the 
situation when signals come from the bottom layer and the ports on the top layer are 
connected to via stubs as shown in Figure 3.4. In Figure 3.3, Port 1, 2, 5 and Port 6 share 
one reference plane, and Port 3 and Port 4 use another reference plane. Cip represents the 
inter-plane capacitance between two solid planes. In Figure 3.4, Port 1 and Port 2 share 
one reference plane, and Port 3, 4, 5 and Port 6 use another reference plane.
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Figure 3.3. Circuit model for Block B when signal makes reference to the top layer.
Figure 3.4. Circuit model for Block B when signal makes reference to the bottom layer.
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Block C can be seen as Block A with one solid reference plane only. The circuit 
model is similar to Block A, but the difference is that there are two ports only as shown 
in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5. Circuit model for Block C.
As discussed in the previous sections, Block D can be model as circuit shown in 
Figure 3.6. The Zin is the input impedance of two reference planes. If  the distributed 
behaviors o f powerbus are neglected, it may be modeled as a capacitor only.
Figure 3.6. Circuit model for Block D.
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To minimize the discontinuity of differential signaling, the shape and sizes o f 
anti-pads were engineered using 2-D analysis to set the differential-mode characteristic 
impedance o f the via pair as 100 Q. Then the geometries of all blocks for the 10-layer 
board are determined as shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.7 — Figure 3.16.
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Table 3.1. Geometry data sheet o f blocks (cont.)
Through Hole Via 
Diameters (mils)
























Figure 3.7. Geometry o f Block Ai.
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Unit: mil
Figure 3.8. Geometry of Block A2.
Unit: mil
Figure 3.9. Geometries o f Block B3 and B 5.
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Unit: mil
Figure 3.10. Geometries o f Block B4 and B6.
Unit: mil
Figure 3.11. Geometry of Block C7 .
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Unit: mil
Figure 3.12. Geometry of Block Cg.
Unit: mil
Figure 3.13. Geometry o f Block D9.
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Unit: mil
Figure 3.14. Geometry o f Block Dio.
Unit: mil
Figure 3.15. Geometry o f  Block D u .
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Unit: mil
Figure 3.16. Geometries of Block D12.
3.4. EXTRACTION OF MODEL PARAMETERS
The geometry used to extract parameters of Block Ai is shown in Figure 3.17, 
which includes two Block Ai and forms a three-layer structure.
T=T1—r
ty p e  -  PEC
(b)
Figure 3.17. The geometry used to extract the parameters of Block Ai. (a) perspective
view, (b) side view.
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The objective function used in the optimization procedure is
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After the curve fitting, the parameters of the HSPICE model were extracted as:
L = 3.709x1 O' 1 nH;
C i =5.947xlO‘2pF; 
C 2 = 7.986xl0'2pF; 
Cmi = 1.099xl0'l7pF;
= 7.068x1 O'3 pF; 
M = 7.660xl0‘2 nH.
The comparison o f mixed mode S-parameters o f SPICE model and HFSS 
simulation results for geometry in Figure 3.17 is shown in Figure 3.18 -- Figure 3.21.
The geometry used to extract parameters o f Block D9 is shown in Figure 3.22, 




Figure 3.18. Comparison o f Sddii-
Figure 3.19. Comparison o f Sdd2i-
Figure 3.20. Comparison o f Sccii-
Figure 3.21. Comparison o f Scc2i
Frequency [GHz]
(8) (b)
Figure 3.22. The geometry used to extract the parameters o f  Block D9. (a) perspective
view, (b) side view.
The objective function used in the optimization procedure is 
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L = 5.521xlO'2 nH;
C, = 1.004x1 O'1 pF;
Cmi = 1.653x 10"16 pF;
M = 1.852xl0‘2 nH.
The comparison of mixed mode S-parameters o f HPSICE model and MWS 
simulation results for geometry in Figure 3.22 is shown in Figure 3.23 — Figure 3.26.
Figure 3.23. Comparison of Sddii*
Figure 3.24. Comparison of Sdd2 i •
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Frequency [GHz]
Figure 3.25. Comparison of Sccii-
Figure 3.26. Comparison of SCC2i-
Similarly, the geometry used to extract Block D]0 is similar to the geometry in 
Figure 3.22. The different is the thickness of the middle dielectric layer. After the curve 
fitting, the parameters of the HSPICE model were extracted as:
L = 9.010xl0'2 nH;
Ci = 2.260x1 O'2 pF; 
Cmi = 2.508xl0‘17pF; 
M =  1.073x1 O'2 nH.
The comparison o f mixed mode S-parameters of HSPICE model and HFSS 







Figure 3.27. Comparison of Sddi i •
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Figure 3.29. Comparison of Scci i
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Figure 3.30. Comparison of SCC2i*
The geometry used to extract parameters o f Block C7 is shown in Figure 3.31, 
which includes one Block Ai and a Block C7.
Figure 3.31. The geometry used to extract the parameters o f  Block C7. (a) perspective







The objective function used in the optimization procedure is
F  = . ReC^ii)- RejS ,i _ spice) 2





ReC^i)~ Re(>S21 _ spice) 2 
R e(5 21)
Im (S2 i) ~ Im( *S2 j _ spice) 2 
Im(521) } *
(3-3)
After the curve fitting, the parameters of the HSPICE model were extracted as: 
Cci = 2.55e-9 pF;
Ccmi = 1.19e-2 pF;
Cc2 = 1.21e-2 pF;
Ccm2 = 2.60e-3 pF;
Lc = 8.17e-5 nH;
Mc = 5.99e-8 nH.
The comparison of S-parameters o f HSPICE model and HFSS simulation results 
is shown in Figure 3.32 and Figure 3.33.
Frequency [GHz]
Figure 3.32. Comparison of Sn.
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Figure 3.33. Comparison o f S21.
The geometry used to extract parameters of Block B3 is shown in Figure 3.34, 
which includes one Block Ai, Block C7 and a Block B3. The differential signal traces are 
on the top layer and the third layer.
Figure 3.34. The geometry used to extract the parameters of Block B3. (a) perspective
view, (b) side view.
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The objective function used in the optimization procedure is
p _  1A > / R e ( ^ i i ) - R e ( ^ , i n S p i c e ) . ,
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Re(5cc21)
Im(Scc21)
After the curve fitting, the parameters of the HSPICE model were extracted as:
Li = 8.157X10"6 nH;
Mi = 2.843xlO"s nH;
L2 = 1.205xl0'9 nH;
M2 = 4.198xlO'10 nH;
L3 = 2.417x10'' nH;
M3 = 3.671xlO'6nH;
Ci =9.514x1 O'2 pF;
Cmi = 2.919xlO"'2pF;
C2 = 1.367xlO'8pF;
= 2.927x1 O'2 pF;
C3 = l . 110x10" pF;
Cm3 = 4.366xl0'2pF.
The comparison o f mixed mode S-parameters o f HSPICE model and HFSS 
simulation results is shown in Figure 3.35 — Figure 3.38.
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Figure 3.36. Comparison of Sdd2i*
Frequency [GHz]
Figure 3.37. Comparison of Sccii
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Figure 3.38. Comparison of SCC2i.
3.5. M ODEL VALIDATION
To check the SPICE results from the extracted circuits, a test case for a 
differential via transition on a 10-layer board was simulated using full-wave simulation 
tools as shown in Figure 3.39. It consists o f Block Ai, Dc>, Dio, B3 and C 7 . Differential 
signal traces on first and seventh layer were connected by a pair of through hole vias. 
Figure 3.40 - Figure 3.47 shows the comparison of the SPICE model and full-wave 
simulation results. The difference o f magnitudes of Sddii is within 3dB while the 
difference of magnitudes o f Sdd2i is within 0.05dB.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.39. A 6-layer structure that consists o f Block Ai, D9, Dio, B3and C7. (a) 
top view, (b) perspective view, (c) side view.
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(c)
Figure 3.39. A 6-layer structure that consists o f Block Ai, D9, Dio, B3 and C7 . (a) top 
view, (b) perspective view, (c) side view.(cont.)
Figure 3.40. Comparison of magnitude o f Sddi 1 of HSPICE model and full-wave model.
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 3.41. Comparison o f phase of Sddi 1 of HSPICE model and full-wave model.
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Frequency (GHz)
Figure 3.42. Comparison o f magnitude of Sd<m o f HSPICE model and full-wave model.
Frequency (GH z )
Figure 3.43. Comparison of phase of Sdd2i o f HSPICE model and full-wave model.
Frequency ( G H z )
Figure 3.44. Comparison of magnitude o f Scci i o f HSPICE model and full-wave model.
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Frequency ( G H z )
Figure 3.45. Comparison o f phase of Sccii o f HSPICE model and full-wave model.
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 3.46. Comparison of magnitude o f SCC2i o f HSPICE model and full-wave model.







Figure 3.48. HSPICE model for a differential via pair.
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3.6. CONCLUSION
With the study in this dissertation, it is shown that, for a given stackup o f PCB, a 
SPICE model library for via transition o f differential signaling can be built using the 
proposed peeling and partitioning method and every pair o f vias on the board can be 
modeled by a few cascaded blocks in this library.
APPENDIX A
SUB-CIRCUIT MODEL OF DIFFERENTIAL VIA TRANSITIONS
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*Block AI model BLOCKA1
* Lumped Element Model 
.SUBCKT BLOCKA1 1 2 5 6 10
.param La = 3.708967e-010 Cal = 5.946958e-014 
.param Ca2 = 7.986275e-014 Caml = 1.099421e-029 
.param Cam2 = 7.068109e-015
C l 1 10 Cal
C2 2 10 Cal
C5 5 10 Ca2
C6 6 10 Ca2
C3 1 2 Caml
C4 5 6 Cam2
LI 1 5 La
L2 2 6 La
K1 LI L2 2.065392e-001
rc20 1 10 r='l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cal)*1.0, 
rc21 2 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cal)*1.0, 
rc22 5 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Ca2)*1.0' 
rc23 6 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Ca2)*1.0' 
rc25 1 2 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Caml)* 1.0' 
rc26 5 6 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cam2)*1.0'
.ENDS BLOCKA1
* Block A2 model BLOCKA2
*
* Lumped Element Model 
.SUBCKT BLOCKA2 1 2 5 6 10
.param La = 7.535407e-010 Cal = 6.773277e-014
.param Ca2 = 8.389171e-014 Caml = 1.416958e-027 Cam2 = 7.327918e-025
C l 1 10 Cal
C2 2 10 Cal
C5 5 10 Ca2
C6 6 10 Ca2
C3 1 2 Caml
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C4 5 6 Cam2
LI 1 5 La
L2 2 6 La
K1 LI L2 4.99527le-001
rc20 1 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cal)*1.0'
rc21 2 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cal)*1.0,
rc22 5 10r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Ca2)*1.0'
rc23 6 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Ca2)*1.0'
rc25 1 2 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Caml)*1.0'
rc26 5 6 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cam2)*1.0'
.ENDS BLOCKA2
* Block B3 model BLOCKB3
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKB3 5 6 3 4 7 8 10 1001
.param Lb3_l = 8.157384e-015 Lb3_2 = 1.204559e-018 Lb3_3 = 2.416880e-010
.param Cb3_l = 9.989805e-014 Cb3_ml = 2.9187e-024
.param Cb3_2 = 1.367122e-020 Cb3_m2 = 2.926672e-014
.param Cb3_3 = 1.109776e-023 Cb3_m3 = 4.366493e-014
C13 5 10 Cb3_l
C14 6 10 Cb3_l
C15 7 1001 Cb3_2
C16 8 1001 Cb3_2
R17 10 1001 1.542300e+000
C18 5 6 Cb3_ml
C19 7 8 Cb3_m2
C34 3 10 Cb3_3 
C35 4 10 Cb3_3 
C36 3 4 Cb3_m3 
L5 5 30 Lb3_l 
L6 6 31 Lb3_l 
K3 L5 L6 3.485000e-001
L37 30 7 Lb3_2
L38 31 8 Lb3_2
K39 L37 L38 3.485000e-001
L40 30 3 Lb3_3 
L41 31 4 Lb3_3 
K42 L40 L41 1.519061e-005
rcl3 5 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_l),
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rcl4  6 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_l)' 
rcl5  7 1001 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_2)' 
rcl6  8 1001 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_2)' 
rcl8  5 6 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_ml)' 
rcl9  7 8 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_m2)' 
rc34 3 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_3)' 
rc35 4 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_3)' 
rc36 3 4 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_m3),
.ENDS BLOCKB3
* Block B4 model BLOCKB4
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKB4 5 6 3 4 7 8 10 1001
.param Lb4_l = 1.860580e-014 Lb4_2 = 8.701744e-019 Lb4_3 = 8.254848e-010
.param Cb4_l = 1.828300e-013 Cb4_ml = 3.243947e-019
.param Cb4_2 = 1.028294e-020 Cb4_m2 = 4.663562e-014
.param Cb4_3 = 3.578526e-024 Cb4_m3 = 7.759062e-014
C13 5 10 Cb4_l
C14 6 10 Cb4_l
C15 7 1001 Cb4_2
C16 8 1001 Cb4_2
R17 10 1001 9.704218e-001
C18 5 6 Cb4_ml
C19 7 8 Cb4_m2
C34 3 10 Cb4_3 
C35 4 10 Cb4_3 
C36 3 4 Cb4_m3 
L5 5 30 Lb4_l
L6 6 31 Lb4_l 
K3 L5 L6 3.485000e-001
L37 30 7 Lb4_2
L38 31 8 Lb4_2
K39 L37 L38 3.485000e-001
L40 30 3 Lb4_3
L41 31 4 Lb4_3 
K42 L40 L41 1.942497e-006
rcl3 5 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_l), 
rcl4  6 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_l), 
rcl5 7 1001 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_2)'
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rc l6  8 1001 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_2), 
rc l8  5 6 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_ml)' 
rc l9  7 8 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_m2), 
rc34 3 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_3)’ 
rc35 4 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_3)' 
rc36 3 4 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_m3), 
.ENDS BLOCKB4
* Block B5 model BLOCKB5
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKB5 5 6 3 4 7 8 10 1001
.param Lb5_l = 2.234561e-010 Lb5_2 = 8.545785e-012 Lb5_3 = 5.001731e-010
.param Cb5_l =4.431822e-014 Cb5_ml = 1.315880e-014
.param Cb5_2 = 2.079558e-013 Cb5_m2 = 2.498090e-023
.param Cb5_3 = 1.462159e-018 Cb5_m3 = 2.888650e-014
C13 5 10 Cb5_l
C14 6 10 Cb5_l
C15 7 1001 Cb5_2
C16 8 1001 Cb5_2
R17 10 1001 5.026277e+000
C18 5 6 Cb5_ml
C19 7 8 Cb5_m2
C34 3 10 Cb5_3 
C35 4 10 Cb5_3 
C36 3 4 Cb5_m3 
L5 5 30 Lb5_l 
L6 6 31 Lb5_l 
K3 L5 L6 3.485000e-001
L37 30 7 Lb5_2
L38 31 8 Lb5_2
K39 L37 L38 3.485000e-001
L40 30 3 Lb5_3 
L41 31 4 Lb5_3 
K42 L40 L41 6.364640e-005
rcl3 5 10 r='l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_l)’ 
rcl4  6 10 ^=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_l), 
rcl5 7 1001 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_2), 
rcl6  8 1001 i=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_2)' 
rcl8 5 6 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_ml), 
rcl9  7 8 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_m2)'
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rc34 3 10 r=l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_3)' 
rc35 4 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_3)' 
rc36 3 4 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_m3)' 
.ENDS BLOCKB5
* Block B6 model BLOCKB6
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKB6 5 6 3 4 7 8 10 1001
.param Lb6_l = 4.536253e-013 Lb6_2 = 8.773316e-015 Lb6_3 = 6.476208e-010
.param Cb6_l = 1.936339e-013 Cb6_ml = 1.106132e-015
.param Cb6_2 = 1.153513e-017 Cb6_m2 = 1.117692e-014 Cb6_3 = 4.802941e-021
Cb6_m3 = 1.927254e-015
C13 5 10 Cb6_l
C14 6 10 Cb6_l
C15 7 1001 Cb6_2
C16 8 1001 Cb6_2
R17 10 1001 4.698543e+001
C18 5 6 Cb6_ml
C19 7 8 Cb6_m2
C34 3 10 Cb6_3 
C35 4 10 Cb6_3 
C36 3 4 Cb6_m3 
L5 5 30 Lb6_l 
L6 6 31 Lb6_l 
K3 L5 L6 3.485000e-001
L37 30 7 Lb6_2
L38 31 8 Lb6_2
K39 L37 L38 3.485000e-001
L40 30 3 Lb6_3 
L41 31 4 Lb6_3 
K42 L40 L41 3.390875e-001
rcl3 5 10r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_l)’ 
rc l4  6 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_l)' 
rcl5 7 1001 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_2)' 
rc l6  8 1001 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_2)' 
rcl8  5 6 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_ml), 
rc l9  7 8 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_m2), 
rc34 3 10r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_3y 
rc35 4 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_3)' 
rc36 3 4 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cb3_m3),
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.ENDS BLOCKB6 
* Block C l  model BLOCKC7
* 1 and 2 are the ends o f via stub
*
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKC7 1 2 5 6 10
.param Cc71 = 4.209073e-014 Cc7ml = 9.470753e-016
.param Cc72 = 1.224817e-014 Cc7m2 = 3.030057e-015 Lc7 = 1.023131e-016
C l 1 10 Cc71
C2 2 10 Cc71
C5 5 10 Cc72
C6 6 10 Cc72
C3 1 2 Cc7ml
C4 5 6 Cc7m2
LI 1 5 Lc7
L2 2 6 Lc7
K1 LI L2 2.054922e-001
rc20 1 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cc71)*1.0’ 
rc21 2 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cc71)*1.0' 
rc22 5 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cc72)* 1.0' 
rc23 6 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cc72)* 1.0' 
rc25 1 2 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cc7ml)* 1.0* 
rc26 5 6 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cc7ml)*1.0’
.ENDS BLOCKC7 
* Block C8 model BLOCKC8
*1 and 2 are the ends o f via stub
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKC8 1 2 5 6 10
.param C el = 2.998427e-028 Ccml = 1.383839e-014
.param Cc2 = 1.875724e-027 Ccm2 = 1.692378e-017 Lc = 5.893929e-028
C l 1 10 Cel
C2 2 10 C el
C5 5 10 Cc2
C6 6 10 Cc2
C3 1 2 Ccm l
C4 5 6 Ccm2
LI 1 5 Lc
L2 2 6 Lc
K1 LI L2 2.717948e-001
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rc20 1 10 ^=,l/(6.28*he^tz*0.02*Ccl)*1.0, 
rc21 2 10 r='l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Ccl)*1.0' 
rc22 5 10 r='l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cc2)*1.0' 
rc23 6 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cc2)* 1.0' 
rc25 1 2 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Ccml)*1.0, 
rc26 5 6 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Ccm2)*L0, 
.ENDS BLOCKC8
* Block D9 model BLOCKD9
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKD9 11 12 9 10 1003 1002
.param Cd9m = 1.652689e-028 Cd9 = 1.004745e-013 Ld9 = 5.521096e-010
C20 11 1003 Cd9
C21 12 1003 Cd9
C22 9 1002 Cd9
C23 10 1002 Cd9
*V24 1002 1003 0
C25 11 12 Cd9m
C26 9 10 Cd9m
L7 9 11 Ld9
L8 10 12 Ld9
K4 L7 L8 3.353565e-001
rc20 11 1003 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd9)*1.0' 
rc21 12 1003 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd9)*1.0' 
rc22 9 1002 r-T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd9)*1.0’ 
rc23 10 1002 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd9)* 1.0' 
rc25 11 12 r=' 1 /(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd9m)* 1.0' 
rc26 9 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd9m)*1.0'
R24 1002 1003 3.41 
.ENDS BLOCKD9 
* Block DIO model BLOCKD10
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKD10 7 8 9 10 1001 1002
.param CdlOm = 2.508110e-029 CdlO = 2.259554e-014 LdlO = 9.009758e-011 
C27 7 1001 CdlO
C28 8 1001 CdlO
C29 9 1002 CdlO
C30 10 1002 CdlO 
*V31 1001 1002 0.5835
R31 1001 1002 0.5835
rc20 7 1001 r=,l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*CdlO)' 
rc21 8 1001 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cdl0)'
rc22 9 1002 i= ,l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*CdlO)’ 
rc23 10 1002 r=,l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cdl0)’ 
rc25 7 8 r=,l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cdl0m)' 
rc26 9 10 r='l/(6.28*hertz*0.02*CdlOmy
C32 7 8 CdlOm
C33 9 10 CdlOm
L9 7 9 LdlO
L10 8 10 LdlO
K5 L9 L10 1.190958e-001
.ENDS BLOCKDIO
* Block D 11 model BLOCKD11
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKD11 11 12 9 10 1003 1002
.param Cdm = 1.398043e-029 Cd = 6.065858e-014 Ld = 1.657496e-010
C20 11 1003 Cd
C21 12 1003 Cd
C22 9 1002 Cd
C23 10 1002 Cd
R24 1002 1003 4.878469e+000
C25 11 12 Cdm
C26 9 10 Cdm
L7 9 11 Ld
L8 10 12 Ld
K4 L7 L8 4.613274e-016
rc20 11 1003 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd)* 1.0' 
rc21 12 1003 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd)* 1.0' 
rc22 9 1002 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd)*1.0’ 
rc23 10 1002 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd)*1.0' 
rc25 11 12 i=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cdm)*1.0' 
rc26 9 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cdm)* 1.0'
.ENDS BLOCKD11
* Block D12 model BLOCKD12
* Lumped Element Model
.SUBCKT BLOCKD12 11 12 9 10 1003 1002
.param Cdm = 5.120691e-030 Cd = 8.073583e-015 Ld = 8.739553e-012
C20 11 1003 Cd
C21 12 1003 Cd
C22 9 1002 Cd
C23 10 1002 Cd
R24 1002 1003 2.415086e-001
C25 11 12 Cdm
C26 9 10 Cdm
L7 9 11 Ld
L8 10 12 Ld
K4 L7 L8 1.975767e-002
rc20 11 1003 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd)* 1.0' 
rc21 12 1003 i=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd)*1.0' 
rc22 9 1002 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd)*1.0, 
rc23 10 1002 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cd)*1.0' 
rc25 11 12 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cdm)*1.0' 
rc26 9 10 r=T/(6.28*hertz*0.02*Cdm)*1.0'
.ENDS BLOCKD12
APPENDIX B
USER’S GUIDE OF CEMPIE
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CEMPIE, version 4.0 is a Visual C++ program implementing the circuit model 
extraction technique base on MPIE/MOM formulation. Matlab script calc_Z.m is a 
SPICE type circuit solver, which may solve the Z-parameters and S-parameters for 
external ports. Triangle is a public domain 2D triangular mesh generator written by Dr. 
Jonathan R. Schewchuk in Carnegie Mellon University. It is used for mesh generation.
B .l. INPUT FILES
Five kinds o f input files need to be initialized for a given design. (1) Geometry 
definition files are "lineO.poly", "line 1.poly”, etc. The number of files depends on how 
many metal layers the simulated structure has. The name "line" is the default name. User 
could specify any names, e.g. "mygeometry". Then the name o f top metal layer file is 
"mygeometryO.poly", the second metal layer is "mygeometry 1 .poly”, and so on and so 
forth. (2) Supper nodes definition file is "settings". (3) Stack up definition file is 
"stackup". (4) Vertical discontinuity definition file is "vd setting". (5) Lumped element 
definition file is "capacitors".
The "lineO.poly" file is the initial input polygon file for the mesh generator. The 
format o f poly files is,
Number of nodes 2 0 0 
Nodejndex xcoordinate ycoordinate 
... (one line per node)
Number of edges 1
Edgeindex start node stop node boundary_mark 
... (one line per edge)
Number of holes
Hole index x coordinate y coordinate
(coordinates of an arbitrary point within the hole)
... (one line per hole)
Boundary marks should be specified for each edge: "0" for inner edges, "1" for 
outside edges where currents vanish, "2" for the intersection edges between the
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top/bottom metal plane and the via/port. "3" and above for anti-pad edged o f coaxial ports 
and the intersection edges between the internal metal plane and the via/port.
The "settings" file renders the selected points of interest as external ports. It also 
provides a mean to add lumped series LCR elements between some selected points of 
interest. The format o f "settings" is
Number_of_user_selected_locations
Point index x  coordinate ycoordinate layer reference_x referencejy 
reference_layer
... (one line per point)
Number_of_lumped_series_LCR_elements
Element_index xcorrdinate yjcoordiante layer reference_x reference_y 
referencejlayer C L R
...(one line per point)
The "stackup" file specifies the layer stackup of the dielectric slabs seen in the 
cross-section of PCB. The format o f "stackup" is
Number_of_dielectric_layers 
Dielectric_layer_index relative_permittivity
losstangent_times_relative_permittivy (it is always a negative number fo r  lossy material 
and zero fo r  lossless case) relativejpermeability thickness_of_layer (in mils)
...(one line per dielectric layer)




Index_of_metal_layer metal_layer_number(top layer is 0)
...(one line per metal layer)
The "vd settings" file describes via and test port structures. Its format is given as 
Number_of_vertical_discontinuities
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index x  y  top_layer bottom_layer radius type top_connected_layer 
bottom jconnectedjiayer reference_edge_type (  from  3 ~ )  calibrationjplane (  1: 
top_connected_layer, Oibottom connected _layer) (The fir s t vertical discontinuity 
should be the longest one)
... (one line per vertical discontinuity)
Num ber o f  three PEC connections
index_of_vertical discontinuties connectedjlayer
... (one line per three PEC connection)
The file "capacitors" gives the values o f the lumped elements specified in 
"vd_settings". Each row, with three columns: C in F, L in H, and R in Q.
B.2. MESH GENERATION
Once the initial polygon file is created, a triangle mesh can be created by 
executing the command
triangle -pen -aO.l -q30 lineO,
where the -a switch imposes an area constraint so that the areas o f  traigular patches are 
less than 0.1, and -q switch limits the minimum angle o f any triangle no smaller than 30°. 
The mesh generator triangle will generate three files o f concern: (1) "lineO. 1.node", the 
nodal coordinate file; (2)"line0.l.edge", the edge definition file; and (3) "lineO.l.ele", the 
element definition file. The generated mesh can be viewed by executing 
showme lineO. 1
and there is a button in the graphic interphase o f  showme to generate a PostScript file.
B.3. GENERATING COMPLEX IMAGES FOR THE GREEN’S FUNCTIONS
Complex images o f  Green's functions may be generated by executing 
green4 -sO.OOl,
where the switch -sO.OOl assumes that the unit used in the input file is mm.
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B.4. CIRCUIT EXTRACTION
The circuit extraction my be performed by executing 
cempie4_l -mexample -sO.OOl -n4 -flO,
where -m specifies the mesh file names, and -sO.OOl is a reflection o f the unit used in the 
input files.
B.5. SPICE SIMULATION
A Matlab script, "calc Z.m", is used for circuit simulation. Specify the start 
frequency, stop frequency, total frequency points by modifying the "calc_Z.m" file. Then, 
in a Matlab enviroment, use the command 
calc_Z.
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